«Skarverennet: The participant of 2018 gets first priority»
Skarverennet 2018 had unfortunately been canceled. With the conditions at the time of cancellation,
the security of the participant and the officials would not be safeguarded. Furthermore, it turned out
that the weather did not get any better throughout the day.
Regarding cancellation, we go a long way to get Skarverennet started, but security comes first.
Weather forecast is a forecast and not a truth. Several times and no later than in 2017 the forcast
was as bad as this year. Then it was running. This is the reason why we make the decision so late.
Skarverennet is based on an enormous diligence effort that we are very proud to be able to show.
The administration in Geilo sports Club consists of only one employd in Skarverennet, general
manager of GIL, a secretary and a sports coordinator. A surplus goes back to local sports, children
and young people, and to develop Skarverennet to "the most beautiful adventure of the spring."
Furthermore, there is a significant amnong , cancellation or not, to the NSF and Buskerud ski
assosiation as a fee for having the race.
The rules regarding cancellation are set in the NSF Common Rules of 29.08.17. This is a subject inn
registration. These say that Skarverennet is not required to refund the start-up portion. For details
read conditions here: http://www.skarverennet.no/sider/voorwaarden
In case of a refund, it will be half of the starting fee. For Skarverennet 2018, the trim class is the
starting fee NOK 650, - and competition NOK 750, -. The repayment will then bee NOK 325, - for trim
and NOK 375, - for competition- class per participant.
Regardless of whether the Skarverenn, according to the NSF's common rules, does not need to grant
a refund, we would like to give this year's enrolled participants the following:
- All registered at Skarverennet 2018, and had their e-mail address register in the registration system,
will be given the first right to purchase a ticket to Skarverennet 2019. (Registration date for 2019 will
be announced later).
- Or you can choose to ask for refund the start-up fee, respectively 325, - for the trim and 375, - for
the competition.
If you wish to receive a refund, this must be sent by e-mail to refusjon.skarverennet@geiloil.no or
post to Geilo IL, Lienvegen 85, 3580 Geilo, marked "refund".
Participants must contact one of these addresses and provide: Name, address, starting number /
numbers, account number and responsible registrar / name. Deadline for requesting repayment of
the start-up fee is set on June 1, 2018. Claims received after deadline are not refunded.

Greetings Skarverennet.

